Effect of boundary diffusers in a reverberation chamber: standardized diffuse field quantifiers.
The sound field inside a reverberation chamber must have a high degree of diffusivity to allow for the accurate measurement of various acoustic quantities. Typically, hanging or rotating diffuser panels are installed in the chamber in an effort to achieve this diffusivity. However, both of these diffuser types have certain limitations, and adequate sound field diffusivity is often difficult to realize. A 1:5 scale reverberation chamber has been used to systematically analyze the relative effectiveness of hanging diffusers versus an alternative diffuser type referred to as a boundary diffuser. To characterize sound field diffusivity, three quantifiers from the ASTM E90, ASTM C423, and ISO 354 standards have been used: maximum absorption coefficient, standard deviation of decay rate, and total confidence interval. Analysis of the quantifier data reveals that boundary diffusers and hanging diffusers produce roughly equivalent diffusion in the sound field. The data also show that the standards have certain inconsistencies that can obfuscate the characterization of sound field diffusivity, which may explain reproducibility and repeatability issues previously documented in the literature.